Developing Machine Learning-based Intrusion Detection
Systems for Realistic IoT Systems
Summary
Machine learning-based intrusion detection has constituted one of the critical defences against cyber attacks,
which requires huge adaptation to IoT systems. It is important to run the detection models on resource-constrained
devices. When distinct learning models are developed for profiling specific device types, such models should be
managed in the target IoT architecture. Transfer learning can be applied across different device types to minimize
the burden of dealing with many models. The expectation from this position is to realize a complete machine
learning-based solution that runs on a realistic IoT system. Smart city applications will be the primary target
domain.
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Description
IoT technologies have been increasingly incorporated into various application areas such as city management, transportation, energy, and health. The interaction of the field devices (i.e., sensors, actuators) with physical space initiates various complex data flows between these devices and edge networks/cloud systems. Using IoT systems, the
malicious actors may resort to various cyber-attack techniques to induce physical harm to the victims. Therefore, it
is imperative to design security functions and embed them into the relevant system assets. Intrusion detection has
constituted one of the critical defensive functions as it enables identifying attacks as early as possible to pave the
way for appropriate counteractions. As the malicious actors change their attack techniques in time, intrusion detection
systems should adapt to those newly-evolved attacks.
A huge body of research demonstrated that machine learning could be applied to detecting cyber attacks [1]. It is highly
needed to adapt these solutions to IoT environments. Although various studies have obtained high detection results
[2]–[4] on some IoT intrusion datasets, they do not demonstrate the actual performance of the detection systems in
realistic IoT systems. Besides the detection accuracy, it is crucial to establish automatic data pipelines that convert
the raw system activity to model features and run the relevant detection models on resource-constrained devices. A
system design may delegate some detection tasks to edge devices or cloud systems to utilize the resources efficiently.
When distinct learning models (e.g., anomaly detection models) are developed for profiling specific device types, such
models should be managed in the target IoT architecture. Transfer learning can be applied across different device
types to minimize the burden of dealing with many models. In applications with privacy needs, federated learning
can be adapted to reach a common model without sharing the whole data.
The expectation from this position is to realize and benchmark a complete machine learning-based analytical solution
that runs on a realistic IoT system. Smart city applications will be the primary target domain.
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Main supervisor: Dr. Ants Torim
Co-supervisor: Prof. Dr. Sadok Ben Yahia
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The candidate will take part in developing courses and supervising M.Sc. students regarding machine learning and
its application to cyber security problems
Candidate’s Background and Knowledge
Candidates must have a M.Sc. in computer engineering or related fields. This position requires a solid background
in data analytics and machine learning concepts. An experience with IoT systems or familiarity with cyber security
concepts is a plus.
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